Are you going to travel this summer? (la) Yes, to Sicily.
In the absence of special information about the previous course of the dialog or the intentions of the questioner (the unmarked case) an answer like (la) seems more appropriate than (Ib) or (Ic).
(Ib) Yes, with an old school friend. (Ic) Yes, by plane.
OF course, there are numerous dialog situatlons in which (lb) os" (lc) could be generated as a communicatively adequate response on the basis of a par. t±cular partner model. But it still must b~ asked why in dialogs of the type 'information ,upply' the unmarked response takes the form (la) ~nd not (lh) or (lc).
In this paper we will present the results of a computational study of this problem for the domain Did you break the window? (3a) Yes, with my slingshot.
Since not every optional deep case of a given verb unspecified in the question is suitable for an unmarked extended response (e.g.
(la)-(lc)) we may define the problem more precisely by asking which of the deep case slots unspecified in the question are to be chosen as the unmarked values.
For our domain Of investigation
'locomotion verbs' let us consider questions (4) and (5), which refer to a visually present world of discourse. In each case perceptual processes are assumed as a prerequisite for the answer.
4)
Which vehicle stopped? &a) The bus, on Hartungstreet. 4b) The bus, because the driver stepped on the brake.
5)
Did the bus turn off? 5a) Yes, from Hartungstreet onto Schlueterstteet. 5b) Yes, together with the taxi cab. 
A SHORT OVERVIEW OF HA~-ANS
HAM-ANS is a large German natural language dialog system of both considerable depth and breadth which presently provides access to three different application classes, namely an expert system (hotel reservation situation), a database system (fishery data) and a scene analysis system (traffic scene).
The communicative situations the system handles are characterized as follows:
In the hotel reservation situation the system takes the role of a hotel manager, who tries to persuade the user to book a room.
The caller is assumed to have the overall goal of determining whether the room offered meets his requirements. The system must attempt to recognize the user s specific desires concerning the room as they are revealed -usually indirectly -in his utterances and to make use of the various devices available in natural language that permit the room in question to be presented in a particularly favorable light (e.g. the generation of tendentious descriptions using hedged relative adjectives).
In the database application [8] HAM 
YES.

How many cars are there in all? SIXTEEN.
? Is one of these cars blue 9
YES. TWO OF THEM ARE KIND OF BLUE.
? Did a blue car drive down both streets?
YES, ONE BLUE CAB.
So long! 
REPRESENTATION FORMALISMS FOR THE SEMANTICS OF LOCOMOTION VERBS
3,1. THE GEOMETRICAL SCENE DESCRIPTION
THE CASE-FRAME LEXICON
The case frames for verbs used in the system are stored in the case-frame lexicon [5] . fulfilled. An important benefit of the objectoriented style is that it lends itself to a particularly simple and lucid kind of modularity.
OB3ECT-ORZENTEB REPRESENTATION OF MOTION CONCEPTS
THE FLAVOR SYSTEM
The Flavor system [2] [13] is an implementation of the language features that support object-oriented programming. Two kinds of objects exist in a Flavor system, namely one called flavor and the other instance of a flavor. it zs necessary to specify for each newly defined flavor its location in the graph by naming its direct predecessors (its superflavors). The information contained in a flavor is a combination of all the information inherited from its superflavors and the added information given by its own definition.
The added information can also override, augment or modify the inherited information. This is one dimension of the information contained in a flavor: owned or inherited. Another is the declarative/procedural distinction.
The declarative knowle~tge of a Flavor is stored in variables of different kinds whereas procedural knowledge is encoded in so called methods• The methods of the additionally defined flavors TIME and SPACE are responsible for temporal and ~;patial computations. Instances of these flavors determine the temporal and spatial description of the actual scene: the length of the scene in time, the number of snapshots, the spatial extent, etc. fig. ? ).
AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROCESSING OF AN UTTERANCE
The processing of a user's utterance may be illustrated by an example taken .from the dialog in fig.  2 .
USER:
Which trucks have gone by? HAM-ANS: A YELLOW ONE ON HARTUNGSTREET. o.,.ov,, I ts° A closer look at our example shows that after the first test attempt has discovered a structure containing a variable in this case the term representing the noun phrase 'which trucks' -a package of generate procedures is activated to produce the set of object identifiers denoting the referential set of objects that are trucks -here TRUCK1 and TRUCK2.
The rest of the formula is then recursively sent to a test process with the variable 'w14' replaced by elements of the reference set for trucks one after the other.
The next formula to be tested requires the generation of a set of instances of the type GO_BY. Since events are not represented in fully instantiated form but rather must be extracted from the geometrical scene description, a special set of procedures -the methods specified in the verb flavor hierarchy -is activated.
(See section 3.4.2 for how this process functions,)
A verification of an event GO BY is possible only for TRUCK2. The additional ~nformation extracted durin 9 the process of visual search -the specific location of the event -is recorded in the locative slot.
During the formation of the result of the evaluation, the system, guided by general heuristics, decides whether the additional detail will cause too ~reat a complexity in the answer or not [11] . In this case the complexity is suitable and the location will be mentioned in the answer. The word 'which' is defined as quantifier that causes a description of a set of objects to be returned (instead of a truth value). Thus the set of reference objects for which the proposition in question could be verified, i.e. TRUCK2, is substituted for the noun phrase 'which trucks'. 
CONCLUSZON
We have attempted to show that case role filling for the construction of an unmarked extended response can be regarded as a side effect of the visual search necessary to answer questions referring to a visually present domain of discourse. A new method for the representation of the referential semantics associated with locomotion verbs has been presented in the framework of objectoriented programming based on the Fla.vor system. The approach presented has been useful in extending the communicative capabilities of the dialog system HAM-AN$ as an interface to a vision system.
